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Profile

I am a qualified archivist, heading up the National Theatre’s Archive, chairing the Association of Performing
Arts Collections and a member of BAFTA’s Heritage Committee. I am interested in how performing arts
venues manage their heritage, what role an archive can have within such a venue and how this history can
be accessible to a variety of stakeholders. Coming from a background in archival science, my research at
Central is helping me to explore the tensions between archival science and performance studies and better
appreciate the work happening at the theatre I am based within.
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As an?in-house?theatre archivist for the National Theatre (NT) for the past eight years, I have discovered
that there is a lack of tailored archival theory for archivists in performing arts institutions; and at the same
time archival science fails to take into account the practicalities and nuances of being based in a live,
working theatre. This thesis explores how an in-house theatre archive can be more representative1 of the
theatre-making processes and make them available as an educational resource to researchers. Grounded
in the fields of both archival science and performance studies, the research investigates alternative
methods for  capturing the ‘development period’ of a production in a theatre that has an in-house archive.
The interdisciplinary research is supported by surveys of the collections at the NT and other in-house
theatre archives and an embedded archiving practice that is underpinned by focus groups of the NT
Archive audiences. During the embedded practice, I explore three challenges to archiving this development
period and experiment with theories from archival science and performance studies to investigate
what alternative methods there are to capture this period. In addition, the findings will?suggest methods for
making the archive a more thorough and relevant education resource for the NT Archive audiences. By
bringing together theories from archival science and performance studies, I will argue that it is possible to
create a new method of archiving at the NT, which will have wider applicability across the performing arts
and archive sectors.
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